Contaminant Movement Control from Al-Mishraq Extraction Area-Numerical Approach
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ABSTRACT

Al-Mishraq site was the title of many scientific types of research done due to its commercial, environmental, and groundwater pollution studies found that the pollution from the Al-Mishraq field hits soil and groundwater, eventually reaching the Tigris River. The process of hot water injection for sulfur extraction led to a change in the hydrological conditions of the area. The spread process of this water through the soil carries liquid dissolved sulfur towards the river that causes pollution of soil and river. The extent and concentration of dissolved sulfur were studied before and after proposed treatments. Also, the efficiency of these treatments would be estimated considering transport and diffusion theory in saturated/unsaturated states using the GEO-SLOPE software evaluating the extent of dissolved sulfur transfer through site soils in two cases. The first case represents the soil region without proposed treatments, and the second case represents the soil region with proposed treatments. The results show that a length of vertical barriers ranging between 180-200 m was efficient to prevent pollutants from moving. Also, the concentration and extent of contaminant spread in soil depended on the distance between vertical barriers and contamination source. Also, it found that at distances less than 300 m concentration of contaminant was high with a small range of soil, while at distances more than 300 m concentration of the contaminant was lower with a wider spread of soil.

1. INTRODUCTION

Soil contamination and groundwater with different sources of pollution, especially pollutants from solid and liquid waste sources, as well as one of the geo-environmental problems that have emerged in recent years [1].

Al-Mishraq area located in Mosul city in northern Iraq, it is located about 45 km south of Mosul, on an area of about 40 km2. The use of Frasch processes a method of mining deep-lying sulfur, as the process of extracting sulfur requires several operations distributed in four areas within the facility. In the first area, the process of filtering the water used to extract sulfur drawn from Tigris River is carried out. While the second area completes the task of filtering the water until its purity reaches high levels, the hot water is then pumped to the third area is under 7 tam pressure to complete the sulfur extraction process by injecting the water to melt the sulfur in the ground and push it to the surface by hot pressurized air, and then send the crude sulfur to the fourth region for purification from the materials [2]. Figure 1 show the location of the site.

The process of sulfur production increases cracks and caves, allowing the sulfur to leak in soil and the Tigris River. Sulfate is the most prominent of pollutants [3] Groundwater moves from higher to lower pressure levels through cavities and pores in the rocks that fill it, controlled by both hydraulic conductivity and groundwater movement is typically small compared to surface water movement [4].

Al-Abbasi [2] conducted a study in the sulfur production area in Al-Mishraq, which was lasted for eleven months, during which many of the characteristics of polluted water and from different production areas were determined, as well as river water before and after the production area [2]. According to the study, the results of leakage in this area extend into the river for long distances, reaching more than 2000 meters south of the leakage area. The study concluded that the extraction operations in the region cause great pollution in the soil and water of the Tigris River. According to the researchers in ref. [5], the layers carrying free sulfur are characterized by different hydrological conditions, as the first layer sulfur has a very high flow coefficient, through which more than 62% of the groundwater seeps into the river. The second layer, which holds free sulfur, has a slower flow rate and allows about 26% of groundwater to enter the Tigris River. The third layer carries free sulfur, has a low flow factor, and seeps 12% of groundwater into the Tigris River [6]. To solidify sulfur and limit hot water infiltration into the river, Bashi et al. [7] demonstrated the effectiveness of injecting a cold water barrier into monitoring wells drilled in high hydraulic conductivity areas in the Mishraq area. So this method is considered more economical effective due to the possibility of converting the injection well into control towers or production wells when needed [7].

Basha et al. [7] found that the depth of the vertical barriers required to keep the pollutant at the top of the vertical barriers increases with time, the difference in height and permeability, and decreases with increasing the distance between vertical barriers and source of pollution [8]. Khattab et al. [3] depending on numerical representation using the GEO-SLOPE program were found that the rate of movement of dissolved sulfate have influenced by the permeability of the
Recently, with the development of industry, a progression of problems has appeared such as groundwater and soil pollution. Therefore, restoration protection of pollution place has developed into one of the most important tasks now. Countries have successively conducted many researches on the repair technology of contaminated sites. Control and remediation technologies are mainly divided into three stages: source control of pollution, diffusion of air pollution control, and contaminated site restoration. Barrier technology is a remediation method that isolates polluted soil from the surrounding environment by using impermeable barriers, lining technology, grouting wall, sheet-pile, geomembrane, and mud wall are main divisions [9, 10].

Sheet piles could be used to prevent pollutants from moving horizontally and overflowing, isolating contaminated matter from surface water and groundwater inflow. According to Elarabily and Negm [11], by using a diaphragm wall, it is preferable to place it at the top of the slope rather than below the down gradient slope since it reduces the rate of pollution. Also, when the flow velocity is small due to low the hydraulic conductivity of soil, and the existence of the sheet pile is insignificant, according to results. Also, the number of soil layers affects on extent and concentration of contaminants, the vertical barrier would not be effective till it penetrates the impervious layer, and change in head differential has no effect on the contaminant migration process [11]. Finally, the best location is on the contaminant side, and vertical barrier penetration depth to reach impervious layer to reduce the proportion of reached contaminate to achieve best possible irrigation water protection [12].

According to the results of the study of Elamin et al. [13], the sheet pile method is the most cost-effective and flexible method of soil protection. Equal double vertical sheet pile is a method for controlling the distribution of pollutants in subsurface soil that is used and considered effective. Sandbox model and (MT3DMS and MODEFLOW) computer programs were used to study each variable that affects the depth of double sheet piles to delay contaminant arrival time to the downstream surface of the soil [13, 14].

Mansour et al. [15] concluded that using unequal double sheet piles could increase arrival time about twice that of a single sheet pile. Adsorption of phosphate on soil particles is linearly related to concentration, according to advection-dispersion analysis [16]. Make study about effects of vertical barrier walls on hydraulic control of polluted groundwater and discovered that incorporating an open vertical barrier wall with a gradient upward with one or more down-grading extraction wells can be very effective in reducing the rate of good drainage required to control the contaminant.

This study aims to shed light on the pollution of the soil that occurs as a result of sulfur extraction in the third area of the public facility for AL-Mishraq Sulfur and how this contamination reaches Tigris River. Discuss the efficacy of proposed treatments in two cases, first without treated, and the second with a treated method. Vertical barriers use as a means to treat the transfer of contaminants through the soil. These barriers are considered economic systems in protecting the soil and controlling the movement of contaminant in the soil. These barriers were chosen as a type of treatment method in this manuscript, and because production in the mine stopped for a long time, this study came in a theoretical form, based on the available data from previous studies and research, as well as the report of the company executing the project in 1971.

2. NUMERICAL MODELING AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Sulfate transport through the Al-Mishraq site was determined numerically using the SEEP/W and CTRAN/W packages. The physical characteristic of soil layers was summarized in Table 1. Fredlund & Xing method of saturated and unsaturated soils in the program was used to predict Soil Water Characteristic curve and hydraulic conductivity functions. The boundary conditions used were total pressure and the amount of water injected [17]. The CTRAN/W fraction was used to analyze sulfate movement using advection-dispersion analysis, while the SEEP/W fraction was used to represent water movement in the soil. These variables and boundary conditions have been chosen because they are appropriate for the selected studied case.

To study the effect of water movement and the diffusion of the contaminant represented by dissolved sulfate in water through the soil. The analysis was carried out using the two parts of the program (SEEP/W and CTRAN/W) according to the parameters as Saturated/ Unsaturated model, Effective Parameters, Hydraulic conductivity function, Volume water content function, Ky/Kx Ratio. The boundary conditions were represented as follows: water draining as unit flux, sulfate contamination as Concentration, vertical barrier sides as total flux (Q).

Ali [18] pointed out that Al-Sawaf mentioned in his study, and as investigations showed that the total thickness in the area is about 250 m) consisting of two main sections, the first: called the Overburden series and the second called the Productive Series layers in the Al-Mishraq mine area. This division is identical to the reports company executing the project in 1971, the thickness ranged between (88-124) m for the productive layer and with three sulfur-bearing horizons, separated from each other by stratigraphic overlaps of Marly dolomite. As for the covering layer, it was consisting of three chains: the first is the sulfate chain with a thickness ranging between (30-60) m, the second is the clastic carbonate chain with a thickness ranging between (40-60) m, and the sulfate chain with a thickness of about (62) m as shown in Figure 2. Table 1 shows the characteristics of the soil layers used in Al-Mishraq, according to what was mentioned in the previous studies. This manuscript relied on the characteristics
mentioned in the above studies because production in the mine stopped for a long time, this study came in a theoretical form, based on the available data from previous studies and research, as well as the report of the company executing the project in 1971 [5].

The quantities of water flowing into each of the three Sulfate layers are 3.5, 1.5 & 1.1 × 10^3 m/day respectively [19].

![Figure 2. Deposits profile [19]](image)

**Table 1.** Permeability coefficient of soil layers [18]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Soil</th>
<th>H (m)</th>
<th>K (m/days)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Overburden</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>1.987 × 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Sulfate layer I</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>299.808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Discontinuous bearing horizon</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.987 × 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Sulfate layer II</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>299.808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Discontinuous bearing horizon</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.987 × 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Sulfate layer III</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>99.965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Limestone layer</td>
<td>&gt;11</td>
<td>1.987 × 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this study, the Effect of using a vertical barrier to control sulfate transport through soil layers at three selected distances between vertical barrier and source of pollution (x) equals 100, 200, and 300 m, with vertical barrier depths (L), equals 145, 155, 165, 180, and 200 m, respectively, were investigated to reduce the sulfur transport arrival time to the Tigris river. The first three lengths extended approximately the top, middle, and end of the first sulfate layer production layer, and the second two lengths extended to approximately the top and end of the second sulfate layer production layer. The distance between the contaminant source and the river was 400 m which was mentioned in the figures as (C-C) because it represents the location of the nearest production line wells to the river, which was mention in most of the research conducted around the area, as in search of ref. [3], and [20]. Figure 3 shows the locations of the studied line (C-C), wells, and water flow directions seep into the river [20].

![Figure 3. Groundwater and leakage water flow toward River [19]](image)

### 3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The Figure 4 shows the relationship between the extent and spread of sulfate pollution with depth for non-use and use of vertical barriers for chosen lengths in the study with three sections, every 50 m from three distances chosen to install vertical barriers in the study. In general, the figure shows that using vertical barrier with lengths of (145, 155, 165 m) is ineffective for impeding and preventing the spread of contaminant while using vertical barrier lengths of (180, 200 m) is effective in preventing the spread of the contaminant for three distances chosen in the study and a manner suitable at a distance of 300 m. This similar to what the researcher found [6], how found that the injection of water the design hydraulic barriers wells were successful for controlling the leakage, steering the direction of flow heated water, and stopping the molten sulphur reached the Tiger river [20].

As a result, it can be concluded that vertical barriers should be of a length (L = 180 to 200 m) and placed at a distance (300 m) or more from the source of contamination if used to prevent pollutants from touching Tigris River. It also noted that the thickness of the soil layer through which the contaminant is spread ranges between (25, 50, 85) approximately with (0.68, 0.62, 0.22 Kg/m^3) concentrations at distances of (100, 200, 300 m) for chosen distances between vertical barriers. While a suitable distance is (X<100m) at the same lengths (L=180-200) m if the purpose of the treatment is to protect the soil of the area.

Figure 5 shows contaminant spread concentration versus time for 4.5 years, it is noticed from the figures that the time advancement increases the concentration of contaminant in soil mass at higher concentrations for both non-use and using vertical barriers for selected lengths (145, 155, 165 m), while low concentration of contaminant with time shown in case of vertical barriers with lengths (180, 200 m). The decrease in the contaminant concentration at the condition (L = 180, 200) m may be due to the extension of the vertical barrier to the second productive layer, which differs in engineering characteristics and drainage ratios from the first layers, thus there was a change in the contaminant’s disposal path.
Figure 4. Range of sulfate movement with depth at distances of 150, 250, and 350 m between vertical barrier and contamination source.

Figure 5. Contaminant concentration vs. time at a different length and distance of vertical barriers.

Figure 6 shows contaminant spread for studied cases non-use and using vertical barriers for selected distance 100 m, with lengths (145, 155, 165, 180, 200 m) for 4.5 years. Figures show that the presence of vertical barrier decreases contaminant arrival to the river, as well as an increase in contaminant concentration levels in soils before installation of vertical barrier. Figure indicate that the extent of dissolved sulfur spread with depth within the soil of the covering layer above the first production layer extends to a greater extent in the soil before the hydraulic barrier than after the vertical barrier. Also, the figure show that the extension of dissolved sulfur with depth at the top of the productive layer reduced when the vertical barrier extent of the second productive layer at lengths (L4, L5) while for the (L1, L2, L3), the values were a close extension of the distances selected in the study. This also applies to the other chosen distances (X=200, 300) m.

Also can be noticed if the purpose of the treatment using the vertical barrier is to protect the waters of the Tigris River from pollution, it would be more appropriate to choose the distance of the vertical barrier close to or within (300m). But if the purpose is to protect the soil and preserve the dissolved sulfur for re-extraction, then the distance to the vertical barrier should be less than (100 m). The figure also indicates that the extent of dissolved sulfur with depth within the soil of the covering layer located above the first productive layer extends to a large extent in the soil deposit before the vertical barrier more than the extent of its spread after the vertical barrier noting few concentration values after these barriers for all the selected distances (X=100, 200, 300) m, respectively.
their characteristics and layer sequence which shown in Figure 2 and Table 1, while for the research study [3], the productive and non-productive classes that were confined represented as one layer with characteristics represent the average of these classes characteristics.

(a): Advection-dispersion analysis without vertical barrier

(b): Advection-dispersion analysis using vertical barrier (145 m) in length

(c): Advection-dispersion analysis using vertical barrier (155 m) in length

(d): Advection-dispersion analysis using vertical barrier (165 m) in length

(e): Advection-dispersion analysis using vertical barrier (180m) in length

(f): Advection-dispersion analysis using vertical barrier (200m) in length

**Figure 6.** Contamination concentration after 4.5 years, at x=100m

(a): current study

(b): study of Khattab et al. [3]

**Figure 7.** Comparison sulfate movement range with depth
Figure 8 shows the extent and spread of dissolved sulfur for the case of using vertical barrier for the chosen distances and length in sections before and after the vertical barrier, where Figure (8-a) represents the sections before and after the vertical barrier at (X=100m) for lengths (L=145,155,165,180,200) m and Figures (8-b, 8-c) at (X=200,300)m distances, respectively. The figures show that the extent of the concentration of the dissolved sulfur with depth at the top of the productive layer reduced when the vertical barrier penetrated the second productive layer. With distances above the first productive layer and upward towards the surface for lengths (L4, L5) was (90, 90 m), (80, 85 m), (45, 50 m) for the distance (X=100,200,300 m). As for the length (L1, L2, L3), the values were wider extended at the selected distances in the study. This came close to a study by Bash [20] which demonstrated the effectiveness of injecting a cold water barrier into monitoring wells. researcher consider this method more effective to solidify sulfur and limit hot water infiltration into the river.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The following results were derived from a simulation of dissolved sulfate contaminants extent and movement through the soil in the studied area:

1. Vertical barriers can be effectively used to prevent horizontal migration of contaminants and their leachate, as well as to delay the time it takes for contaminants to move through the soil.

2. The vertical barrier length should be selected to meet the layer with the lowest drainage coefficient.

3. In the case of a small distance between contaminant source and vertical barrier site, increasing vertical barrier length did not affect the extent of contaminant extension, but there was a slight change in contaminant concentration.

4. Whenever the distance between contaminant source and vertical barrier is large, an increase in vertical barrier length has a significant effect on the extent of contaminant extension.

5. Since the first layer model has a higher hydraulic conductivity and water flow rate than other layers, pollutants are moved faster.

6. Vertical barriers used with (L= 145, 155, 165 m) are ineffective in preventing the spread of the contaminant while using (L= 180, 200 m) is effective for reducing the extension of the contaminant for the three selected distances in the study.

7. We can conclude also that the most appropriate length of the used vertical barrier to impede the movement of the contaminant to reach the Tigris river is with a range (L = 180-200 m).
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